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Frequently Asked Questions 
  
I have more than one child; can I participate more than once?   
The answers are reported by school.  If you have children enrolled in two schools, you 
can participate once for each school.  If you have two or more children in one school, 
you only have to respond once, but your response should relate to your experiences 
with each of your children. 
  
Can my partner and I both submit a response? 
Yes, everyone is invited to share their thoughts.  As a family, you can respond once 
with all of your thoughts or each partner can respond individually. 
  
What if I didn’t receive an e-mail invitation?  
Starting December 1st, you can go online at www.ocdsb.ca and click on 
EverySchool_EveryVoice.  From there, you will see a link to the self-registration 
process. 
  
How did you get my e-mail address? / Why didn’t I get an e-mail?  
The parent e-mail addresses were taken from our school database.  Parents who did 
not receive an e-mail invitation should contact the school office and ensure their 
contact information is up to date.  The e-mail addresses for community partners were 
generated based on established relationships with the school district.  Students and 
staff lists were generated from our internal e-mail systems. 
  
I received two invitations, one as a community partner and one as a parent.  Do I 
complete both? 
If you are a member of a district committee, have subscribed to our agenda 
subscription service, work for a local agency or organization or business which has an 
ongoing relationship with the school district, you would have received an invitation as a 
community partner.  If you are also a parent or employee, you would have received an 
invitation from the school. You may respond separately to each invitation. 
  
Why can’t I forward the invitation e-mail?  
The invitations will be sent to each individual parent/guardian, student (grade 8-12), 
employee or community partner who has an e-mail address on file with the district. You 
cannot forward the invitation that was specified to your e-mail account because the link 
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is customized to ensure your feedback is filed your school or district report.  However 
for anyone who does not receive an invitation, starting December 1st, they can go 
online at www.ocdsb.ca and click on EverySchool_EveryVoice.  From there, a link to 
the self-registration process will be displayed. 
  
Are all staff invited to participate? 
Yes, all staff will be sent an invitation to participate. If you do not receive an invitation, 
starting December 1st, you can go online at www.ocdsb.ca and click on 
EverySchool_EveryVoice.  From there, you will see a link to the self-registration 
process. 
  
I don’t have children in school, can I participate?  
Yes, anyone can participate in the consultation. Starting December 1st, you can go 
online at www.ocdsb.ca and click on EverySchool_EveryVoice.  From there, you will 
see a link to the self-registration process. 
  
Will people know what thoughts I shared?  
No, your answers are displayed confidentially. Your thoughts will be shared with other 
participants during the STAR step but your name and/or e-mail address will never be 
connected to a specific thought or displayed or shared with anyone at your school, in 
the district or publically.  
  
Will you be sharing my e-mail address? 
No, the e-mail collected for the consultation process will only be used to facilitate this 
Thoughtexchange process. It will not be shared or sold to another third-party.  
  
How do I know my privacy is protected? 
The school district is committed to protecting your privacy in accordance with our 
legislated duty under the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy 
Act.  E-mail addresses were shared with the service provider with appropriate privacy 
and confidentiality agreements are in place.  Your responses will never be connected 
or attributed to your e-mail address.  If you have questions about privacy, please 
contact Michele Giroux, Privacy and Information Management Coordinator 
at Michele.giroux@ocdsb.ca or at 613-596-8211. 
  
Will my answers be filtered? 
All responses will be moderated and thoughts will be removed if they are rude or 
hurtful to a person or a group of people and/or do not answer the question. 
  
I am a principal, do I respond?  
Yes, administrators are a very important stakeholder and we want to hear your 
thoughts. 
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Does my opinion really matter? 
Absolutely! We believe that by understanding the experiences and priorities of 
students, staff, parents/guardians and community partners, we will be able to improve 
our education system and better serve the needs of our students. 
  
How specific can I/should I be?  
You can be as specific or as general as you want. Keep in mind we are trying to set 
future priorities while your examples may be specific, the thought should identify a 
broader issue. Please do not add any personal or specific information that can identify 
you as the participant when completing your response. 
  
What if I am a parent and an employee?  
If you are a parents and a district employee, you will be able to participate twice. You 
will receive an invitation to participate in the consultation process from the school that 
you work at and from the school that your child(ren) attends.    
  
Are my answers going to be shared with my child’s teacher/my principal/my 
boss?  
No, your name and/or email will not be connected with your responses and will not be 
share with your school staff, administration or the district. All thoughts will be shared 
with other participants during the STAR step but your name and/or e-mail address will 
never be connected to a thought or displayed or shared with anyone in the OCDSB. 
Please do not add any personal or specific information that can identify you as the 
participant when completing your response. 
  
Why students in grades 8-12? 
We selected students in Grades 8-12 to participate in the process because of their age 
and ability to contribute to the online consultation process using their OCDSB e-mail 
account. 
  
Are my answers about the school or the district? 
Both – the information is collected by school and there will be a school generated 
report.  This will help with school improvement planning.  All results will be rolled up to 
a district level report and that will inform our future strategic priorities.  Your answers 
should be based on your experience and use examples where possible. 

Is the consultation process confidential?  
Yes. The platform provider, Thoughtexchange, automatically removes names and email 
addresses from responses so that every participant remains anonymous to schools 
and the district.  Participants thoughts will be shared with others in the second step 
(STAR) and third step (DISCOVER), but responses are never publicly tied to specific 
email addresses or names. Thoughtexchange's corporate policy is to not release the 



association of names to thoughts or stars to anyone, including the School District, 
unless legally required to do so. 

Is the consultation process anonymous? 
The process is confidential and anonymous to school district staff. No person at the 
district or school level can identify the name of the person who has submitted a thought 
- all thoughts are shared in confidence without attribution.  However, the third party 
provider, Thoughtexchange, can see the name/email address of the person who 
submitted the thoughts. Thoughtexchange, automatically removes any names and/or 
email addresses from responses so that every participant remains anonymous to 
schools and the district.   

Why was I asked to share my name?  
For those participants who don’t have a name associated with their email (e.g. 
community partners or new registrants), the Thoughtexchange platform presents an 
option at the end of the survey process for participants to provide their name. This is an 
optional step and is offered so that Thoughtexchange can provide a “friendlier” 
greeting to participants whenever they log in to their process. Whether or not you 
choose to optionally enter your name, responses are never publicly tied to specific 
email addresses or names. Thoughtexchange's corporate policy is to not release the 
association of names to thoughts or stars to anyone, including the School District, 
unless legally required to do so. 

Can I answer the consultation questions in a language other than English?  
Yes, please feel free to answer the question in any language of your choice. Once your 
comments are submitted, they will be translated by Thoughtexchange and reposted in 
English for the STAR step.  

My first language is not English and I cannot complete the online consultation?  
If you are having difficulty reading the consultation and would like to have the questions 
translated for you, we would love to help. Please contact Paula Hall, Strategic 
Business Analyst at 613-596-8211, Ext. 8402 or by email at 
everyschool_everyvoice@ocdsb.ca  

I do not have access to a home computer or mobile device, can I fill the 
questions out by paper?  
Yes, we would be happy for you to submit your answers on paper or over the phone. 
For assistance, please contact Paula Hall, Strategic Business Analyst at 613-596-8211, 
Ext. 8402. 
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